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1885

Adam Horgan

My family moved to Warburton 2 years ago, predominately because of the planned 
mountain bike destination. We have purchased a house and set up a shop in nearby 
Yarra Junction. We mountain bike ride predominantly to experience and appreciate 
the beauty of the surrounding area. We had previously lived in Ballarat and 
witnessed the construction of the Black Hill MTB park and were amazed at the 
amazing culture and engagement of youth that it bought to the community. I believe 
that the economic and health benefits (including mental health) of this project will 
bring unbelievable benefits to the community as people enjoy healthy, nature based 
exercise.  We have already invested in the area and are employing locals as have 
others and many more will follow. I hope it goes ahead!
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Liam Crowley

We love Warburton and Mountain Biking. We'll all work hard to keep the area 
pristine if you let us ride around a little. It's just a little fresh air and exercise. C'mon, 
please.
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Twid McGrath

 Warburton

1.        Fire Risk     Most proposed trails are on Mt Little Joe and Mt Tugwell, this area 
has an extensive history of devastating fires and is an area declared by DELWP as 
having extreme fire risk. Situated in a steep valley and surrounded by forest, 
Warburton is also at risk. In a bushfire emergency, any blockage of the highway 
between Millgrove and Warburton would make evacuation impossible, as all other 
roads lead further into the forest.   Introducing large numbers of tourists leads to an 
increase in fire risk due to the increased risk of ignitions and the extra challenges 
faced by emergency services in the case of fire. This is mentioned in many DELWP 
reports including their report “Demographics for Bushfire Risk Analysis 2018”. YRC 
predicts this development will attract an extra 221,000 visitors a year to Warburton, 
most of whom would come during the warmer months. This would result in a 
significant increase in the fire threat faced by residents every summer.  In 2009 the 
Bushfire Royal Commission recommended priority be given to the protection of 
human life by substantially restricting development in the areas of highest bushfire 
risk (recommendation 39). This is now government policy. In proposing this large 
development in an area of extreme risk the Council is ignoring their own planning 
scheme (section 21.09-2 Environmental Hazards) and State legislation (bushfire 
planning policy Clause 13.02-1S).  2. Negative Effect  on the lifestyle and amenity 
enjoyed by residents / landowners of Old Warburton as the proposed trails intersect 
and travel through this area. The increased volume of traffic and in general of people 
in the area will permanently change the ambience that we love and appreciate, and 
which has been the reason to live there.  Rubbish, noise, increased traffic on a 
somewhat winding and potentially dangerous narrow road and loss of a lifestyle all 
are effects that will be difficult to manage and will change the whole environment. 
Our entrance gate and surrounding open space lies at a potentially congestive  point 
especially as its likely the space will be used by those using the trail due to its 
positioning A project of this scale shows little sensitivity to the residents.  Thanking 
you
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Alastair Ramsden

Support
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Alexander Mueller

Mountain biking in Australia and around the world has reached a new level of 
demand for people who want to get physically and mentally fit where they can be 
outdoors and in nature. Where there is demand for bicycles there is a need for more 
place to ride, and the Warburton Project will bring a heap of revenue and tourism to 
the region as a world class mountain biking destination.  Trail building has become 
my new career and passion and being able to work in a field where I can learn and 
bring knowledge of the ecosystem to everyone who rides these trails.
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Duncan Sinclair

I am an avid mountain biker and travel all over Tasmania riding with my young family 
and friends. We have fantastic trails which respect the environmental values of the 
locations where they're built. When I lived in Melbourne 15 years ago there was 
nothing like this. Things may have changed now, but there's still opportunity for 
growth.  This proposed mountain bike venture would be a great way to ensure 
sustainable recreation while building jobs and strengthening communities in the 
area.
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Lachie Jolly

The warburton project would be greatly appreciated by many and would benefit 
myself and others greatly
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Nathan Jolly

It would be awesome to be able to have
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Chris Templin

I'm writing in full support of the proposal to develop Warburton into a mountain 
biking centre.  I have been visiting Warburton frequently since 2001 for recreation 
and holidays.  This opportunity to enhance the tourism and employment 
opportunities for the Yarra Ranges must not be missed.  Active tourism like cycling is 
low impact and offers significant opportunities for economic development.  As a 
cyclist, I currently visit Warburton every few months, however my spending options 
are limited to the bakery and cafes.  Give me the option of spending my hard-earned 
across more businesses!  Active tourism is clean, green and will offer Warburton a 
significant competitive edge against other parts of Victoria.  Derby (Tas) is a great 
case study. Observe, learn, enhance.
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Benjamin Allgood

I think the proposed mtb park in Warburton will add a fresh way for people to enjoy 
the beauty of the area. At a time where most children are glued to their ipads or 
phones, facilities like this mtb park become even more valuable to encourage our 
youth to get active.
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Joey Slootman

I live close to the proposed trails. I'm currently traveling to Buxton, Lake Mountain 
and Lysterfield. All good trails but once I can just ride to these new trails I don't need 
to drive a car to previously mentioned destinations. Less traffic, less road toll, 
everyone wins. I'm also looking forward to a more stable flow of tourism. Not just a 
hot day making the waterpark extremely busy but a year round flow of income for 
the valley. I can see (and most experts know) the success of other townships 
becoming MTB destinations will follow suit with the most extensive planning ever 
seen for these proposed trails at Warburton as well.
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Declan Heyes

I would love to see these trails go ahead.  I believe Victoria and the local community 
would benefit from these trails.  It would bring a lot of fun, positivity, and good 
people to the area.  It would create a space for victorians to enjoy instead of 
traveling interstate of overseas to ride these types of trails.
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Gregor Couper

I believe this would be an excellent addition to the Warburton area. Similar MTB 
developments, such as in Forrest and Derby have provided a massive benefit to the 
local area. This proposal appears to be excellently thought out to not have an 
adverse impact on the natural environment it's set in.
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Nic Fox

Warburton Environment Inc

https://engage.vic

See attached submission
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Warburton Environment

Yarra Junction VIC 3797

Warburton Environment EES Mountain Bike Proposal Submission

To the Inquiry and Advisory Committee

Date of submission
22 January 2022

Who is Warburton Environment?

WE Statement of Purpose

Background Context

Warburton Environment’s main concerns with the proposed mountain bike project

1. Unsatisfactory Consultation

2. Cumulative social impact on the Warburton Community

3. Biodiversity Loss

Mount Donna Buang Wingless StoneFly

Cool Temperate Rainforest ecological vegetation class (EVC31)

Increased spread of invasive species and pathogens

4. Native Vegetation Offset Proposal

EES requirements for offset information

Large Tree Offsets

Determination of offset requirements

Finalising the offset arrangements

5. Ongoing maintenance of the trails

6. Increased Bushfire Risk to residents that cannot be mitigated

Extreme Bushfire rating

Humans and Bushfire Ignitions

Climate Change

Appendix 1

Appendix 2

Appendix 3

Appendix 4

Appendix 5

Annex 1: Warburton Environment’s submission to ‘Inquiry into Ecosystem decline in Victoria’. 31/08/2020

Annex 2 "Order S ECI 2020 2461 (8 February 2021) (authenticated)"
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Dear Sarah Carlisle, Elissa Bell, Colin McIntosh and Deanne Smith,

Warburton Environment thank you for the opportunity to present our Warburton Mountain Bike Destination
EES submission.

Who is Warburton Environment?

Warburton Environment (WE) is based in the Upper Yarra region of the Central Highlands of Victoria. The
organisation was incorporated in 2008 as a not-for-profit non-government community organisation
dedicated to protecting the forests of the Central Highlands of Victoria.

WE Statement of Purpose

Facilitate links and networking, exchange and interaction within the community to support protection and
restoration of ecosystems in the Central Highlands.

Provide a space and opportunity for refining and promoting the vision of, and transition to sustainable
development – through all forms of learning and public awareness.

Develop strategies at every level in the community to strengthen capacity and action towards protection
and restoration of ecosystems in the Central Highlands.

Background Context

Currently there are two large projects being proposed in Warburton by the Yarra Ranges Council – The
Mountain Bike and the Warburton Recreation Reserve. As a group with 272 members with many of them1

long-time residents of Warburton we have many concerns about the stakeholder consultation and
engagement process regarding these projects.

The Shire is managing these two projects (different project teams) in isolation and have not considered the
integrated and overall impact of all the issues. There was community consultation in April and May 2021
regarding drafting the Master Plan for the recreation reserve and we have not heard anything further about
it. There has been no reference to this project in the EES.

In the last two years Warburton has experienced an explosion in tourism. After Covid, the opening of Water
World (without adequate parking facilities ) and the Redwood Forest , we have ample tourists and major2 3 4 5

issues with traffic, parking, amenities, waste management, loss of rental housing accessibility – over
tourism in general. A local business owner recently was quoted as saying, “After a busy weekend the town
is left with exploding rubbish bins, filthy public toilets and a host of negative impacts from council not
thinking through the increased volume of people.”6

6 Water World wonders and worries
https://upperyarra.mailcommunity.com.au/news/2021-01-14/water-world-wonders-and-worries/

5 Redwood must be managed
https://mountainviews.mailcommunity.com.au/mail/2018-06-18/redwood-must-be-managed/

4 Californian Redwood Forest
https://www.visityarravalley.com.au/products/californian-redwood-forest

3 Water World wonders and worries
https://upperyarra.mailcommunity.com.au/news/2021-01-14/water-world-wonders-and-worries/

2 Warburton Water World
https://www.yarraranges.vic.gov.au/Experience/Pools-water-play-parks/Warburton-Water-World

1 Warburton Recreation Reserve Master Plan https://shaping.yarraranges.vic.gov.au/warburtonrecreserve
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As with other towns in the Shire, there are many in the Warburton Community who would like to see a more
inclusive, genuine and meaningful consultation that is holistic and has the health and wellbeing of the
community and it’s residents at the heart of it.

YRC endorsed it’s new ‘Community Engagement Policy 2021’ last year. Here is a wonderful opportunity to7

put into immediate action the policy’s social impact statement “This policy will help drive more meaningful,
authentic and responsive engagement practices across Council, providing an opportunity for Council to
build trust and strengthen its relationship with the community, while also helping determine community
priorities”.

WE submit in accordance with the YRC community engagement policy, that this entire process requires
the utmost transparency and public exhibition of ALL documents associated with this EES including (but
not exclusive to) the Emergency Management Plan, Bushfire Emergency Management Plan, Transport
Management and Communication Plans, Cultural Heritage Report after consultation with the
Wurundjeri Woi-wurrung Cultural Heritage Aboriginal Corporation and the Offset Management Plan.

WE oppose the Warburton Mountain Bike proposal in its current form. WE oppose all the trails in high
conservation value Yarra Ranges National Park and any that pose a serious bushfire threat to both
residents in the Upper Yarra Valley and tourists.

Warburton Environment’s main concerns with the proposed mountain bike project

1. Unsatisfactory Consultation

Warburton Environment, founded 14 years ago is the main environment group in Warburton. WE was not
contacted when the initial feasibility study for the Mountain Bike Trail was conducted. The feasibility study8

was biased toward mountain bike riders and did not have a balanced representation of respondents with
only 1.31% of people surveyed being Warburton residents.

Around 2016 Richard Morrell of Cox Architects who was designing the trails, contacted WE as a stakeholder
to meet in regard to the proposal for the new ‘legal’ mountain bike trails.. WE in general supported the
proposal if the environmental considerations were taken into account, WE didn’t realise that added trails
through vulnerable areas in the Yarra Ranges National Park were being considered. WE were not consulted
again.

As can be seen in table 4.1 ‘Project Development’ substantial changes were made to the scope of this
project without justification and community input.  Without input, WE saw a large number of tracks9

proposed in the Yarra Ranges National Park and the length “Increase in size of the trail network from 110
kilometres to +160 kilometres” . This fact is also understated, there are 177kms of proposed trails.10

10 EES Chapter 4 p. 4

9 EES Chapter 4 Table 4-1 Project development p. 3

8 Warburton Mountain Bike Feasibility Study, 2013
https://rethinkwarburtonmountainbikedestination.files.wordpress.com/2018/09/warburton_mtn_bike_feas_report_2911
13_final_draft.pdf

7 Community Engagement Policy 2021
https://www.yarraranges.vic.gov.au/Council/Corporate-documents/Policies-strategies/Community-Engagement-Policy-
2021
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The Shires WMBD project team has not made any attempt to consult with WE. The WE Committee decided
to make contact with YRC with a list of some of the concerns about the proposal ( Appendix 1) and a
response was received (Appendix 2) that stated, “The majority of your questions, other than those
regarding management responsibilities and budgets, will be directly responded to through the
development of the EES and subsequent outcomes”. Unfortunately this is not the case. There are many
documents that are missing in the suite of published EES documents, making it futile to even attempt to
assess the cumulative environmental impact of this proposal.

2. Cumulative social impact on the Warburton Community

There are many issues that have been raised by other groups within our community that fall into these
concerns. WE is a member of the Upper Yarra Sustainable Development Alliance (UYSDA), an alliance that
has focused on the consultation process and the siloing of risk management issues. As there are other
groups in the UYSDA looking specifically at the traffic, loss of rental housing accessibility/accommodation,
over tourism and other significant social impacts on the community, WE being an environmental group has
focused on the concerns of biodiversity loss, biodiversity offset proposal, ongoing maintenance of the trails
and increased bushfire risk (which make up the four sections below).

From the outset, WE would like to make it clear that the project rationale, “Warburton and the Upper Yarra
Valley has experienced significant economic hardship in recent years and is experiencing a downturn in
the economy. A once vibrant area supported by significant extractive, tourism and manufacturing
industries is now a community in economic stagnation” , is outdated and not representative of what the11

community is currently experiencing on the ground - we live in a vibrant, diverse community with strong
tourism growth and to portray otherwise is at best ignorant, at worst deceptive.

3. Biodiversity Loss

This response largely references EES Chapter 8 – Biodiversity and habitats Warburton Mountain Bike
Destination and Biosis 2021. Warburton Mountain Bike Destination Technical Report: Biodiversity
assessment for the Environment Effects Statement. M. Looby, C McCutcheon, J Muchan, S Bidwell & E
Baldwin, Biosis Pty Ltd. Melbourne, Project no. 33805.

Warburton Environment is greatly concerned about the impact the proposed mountain bike destination will
have on the Yarra Ranges National Park (YRNP) ecosystem that is of extremely high conservation value and
contains valuable irreplaceable biodiversity. One third of the proposed trails, “the northern trail network
(located on the north side of the valley) consists of around 36 per cent of the trails. The southern trail
network (located on the south side of the valley) consists of around 64 per cent of the trails”. are12

positioned in or at close proximity to the YRNP. With a small section of one proposed trail going into a
closed water catchment area. This fact (as best to our knowledge) is not stated in the EES documentation
anywhere.

12 EES Biosis Biodiversity Technical report p.14

11 EES Chapter 2 p. 3
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The biodiversity loss that Victoria has been experiencing triggered a Victorian ‘Inquiry into Ecosystem
decline in Victoria’. The report was tabled in December 2021. Please find attached as Annex 1, Warburton13

Environment’s submission   to this inquiry. Part 1 of this submission highlights WE’s concerns about
biodiversity loss in general in the Central Highlands. WE direct you specifically to Part 2 of our inquiry
submission. This gives a specific example of one flora species, the Tree Geebung (Persoonia arborea) an
IUCN flora species listed as critically endangered and it’s recent fate in the state forests of the Central14

Highlands. The Tree Geebung, is highly likely to be negatively impacted due to inadequate surveying and15

poor mitigation processes, that are contrary to expert advice.

A report prepared by Steve Mueck for WE in another matter has an in depth analysis of this tree. To16

protect individual Tree Geebung Mr Mueck recommends a minimum 50 metre buffer radius around each
tree, and this is currently the interlocutory injunction (see Justice Garde’s Orders, paragraph 6, Annex 2)
that is in place to protect these trees in the state forests that are scheduled for logging. WE advocates that
this protection at a minimum must be afforded to the Tree Geebung in the Yarra Ranges National Park. The
‘Edge Effect’ will have a detrimental impact on many of the species once “ecological alterations linked17

with the development of sudden, artificial edges of forest fragments” occur.18

One of the the Yarra Ranges National Park roles (as stated in the Yarra Ranges National Parks Act ) is to19

make a valuable contribution to Victoria’s parks system, which aims to protect viable representative
samples of the State’s natural environments occurring on public land. As a concrete example, this one20

species is representative of the significant contribution the Yarra Ranges National Park plays in providing a
refuge for Victoria's FFG listed flora threatened species, of which there are 2 listed under FFG Act and 4421

under EPBC Act.22

The Warburton Mountain Bike proposal will also affect a large number of fauna species listed in both state
and federal environmental law. 12 species listed in the federal Environmental Protection Biodiversity and
Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act), and 26 species listed in the Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988. (FFG23

Act).24

24 Flora And Fauna Guarantee Act 1988 http://classic.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/vic/consol_act/fafga1988205/

23 Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999
https://www.legislation.gov.au/Details/C2014C00506

22 EES Chapter 8.6.3 p.18

21 Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act Threatened List
https://www.environment.vic.gov.au/conserving-threatened-species/threatened-list

20 Ibid 2.2 Park values and significance p.3

19 Parks Victoria, Yarra Ranges National Park Management Plan
https://www.parks.vic.gov.au/-/media/project/pv/main/parks/documents/management-plans/yarra-ranges-national-park
-management-plan.pdf

18 Habitat Fragmentation, Variable Edge Effects, and the Landscape-Divergence Hypothesis

17 Edge Effect Definition https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/agricultural-and-biological-sciences/edge-effects

16 Biosis 2020. Protection of Tree Geebung Persoonia arborea in the Central Highlands Forest Management Area.
Expert Evidence Report for Supreme Court Proceeding S ECI 2020 02246. Author: Mueck, S., Biosis Pty Ltd,
Melbourne. Project no. 33448
https://warburtonenvironment.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/Expert-Report-Steve-Mueck.pdf

15 Biodiversity Technical Report, Part 2, p.79

14 Red List Assessment - Weston, P. & Cameron, D. 2020. Persoonia arborea. The IUCN Red List of Threatened Species
2020: e.T118152388A122769131 https://www.iucnredlist.org/species/118152388/122769131

13 Inquiry Into Ecosystem Decline In Victoria https://www.parliament.vic.gov.au/epc-lc/article/4455
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Simon See

I was diagnosed with a  sickness. And have since recovered. Or at least 
I maintain it thanks to mountain bike activities. Prior, I tried walking and running, but 
that interests and concentration was just insufficient. Eventually, through mountain 
biking, I can testify this works very well for my mental health.  How it started was 
unintentional. I merely followed a friend to biking one day and it just dawn upon me, 
it is helping. Eventually, I found the same from speaking to many other individuals 
and eventually stumbled upon various organisations who believe the same. For 
example www.mtb4mentalhealth.org/about I'm not saying this specific organisation 
helped me nor am I representing it, but this is just to give you an example of the 
countless private organisations out there who believe in mental health via mountain 
biking.  For mental health benefits, I agree to proceed with the Warburton MTB 
project.  The positive economic benefits is going to be massively significant. Keep in 
mind statistics tells us that the average bike rider is above average income. 
Therefore, I envisage Warburton will be a must-stay-a-few-days town for all who 
come a far (local to Victoria or around the world!). There are countless not-heard-
town around the world, however after the deployment of bike trails, they become a 
centre stage for international bike events.  Please don't miss this opportunity. You 
owe it to economic success of Warburton and the mental health of men and 
woman.
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Zach Delzoppo

I am 17 and started riding mountain bikes around 3 years ago. I wanted to be 
outside more and mountain biking has become a passion of mine. The last two years 
of covid have been difficult, not being able to see friends and some family and the 
only escape I could from covid was riding my mountain bike. Mountain biking brings 
me joy and I enjoy being in nature and having fun experiences with my friends. I 
prefer being active and riding my bike instead of going out partying and getting 
drunk like the rest of my friends and having a destination like Warburton would be 
great as it is a big destination close to me that doesn’t require me to drive interstate 
or 4 hours just to ride good trails. I really hope that this plan goes through I have 
been looking forward to this place opening pretty much since I started riding.
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